HISTORICIZING THE EXECUTIVE
By Bernadette Meyler*

During the spring of 2005, my first year as a law professor, Yale Law School hosted a
conference on the topic of “The Constitution in 2020.”1 A breakout session I attended on the uses
of history in constitutional interpretation, led by Bob Gordon and Willie Forbath, left a lasting
impression on me and my scholarly interests. At that event, participants speculated about the
possibilities for unseating some conservative originalist accounts of the Constitution from a
historical vantage point. Some of those who spoke called into question the inevitability of a
connection between originalism and the conservative movement and suggested the possibility of
an alternative historically oriented constitutionalism. Since then, Jack Balkin has articulated his
own account of “living originalism,”2 scholars like Jonathan Gienapp have critiqued the
historical assumptions of originalism,3 and legal historians have filed briefs in innumerable cases
furnishing historical accounts of the Founding that support liberal positions in areas from habeas
corpus to the Second Amendment and beyond.4 Until recently, however, progressive arguments
for rethinking executive power have not addressed originalists’ historical arguments head on.
This piece speculates on the reasons for the gap and urges that progressives build on the newer
historical work that has begun to fill it.
Among the most significant recent scholarly interventions in historical constitutionalism
has been the effort to unseat claims that the Founders embraced an expansive understanding of
presidential power, claims often linked with the “unitary executive.”5 As Christopher Yoo and
Steven Calabresi gloss the idea of a unitary executive:
[T]he Constitution gives and ought to give all of the executive power to one, and
only one, person: the President of the United States. According to this view, the
Constitution creates a unitary executive to ensure energetic enforcement of the
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law and to promote accountability by making it crystal clear who is to blame for
maladministration.6
One of the implications of unitary executive theory is that the President should have broad
control over all subordinate officers within the executive branch, including even those charged
with quasi-legislative and quasi-judicial roles.7 The generally originalist scholars who promote
the theory of the unitary executive anchor their conceptions textually in the Vesting Clause and
Take Care Clause of Article II.8 The language of these clauses is, however, far from precise.9
The Vesting Clause states only that “[t]he executive Power shall be vested in a President of the
United States of America.”10 In similarly laconic terms, the Take Care Clause specifies that the
President “shall take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed.”11 Furthermore, the Constitution
lacks any textual specification about the removal of executive-branch officials—a crucial
component of unitary executive theory—apart from the mechanism of impeachment.12
Some textualists have insisted that the Vesting and Take Care Clauses mean that the
President—and no one else—possesses the executive power.13 For the currently dominant
approach to originalism today—original public meaning originalism—text is not the end of the
story, and evidence of what terms meant at the time of the Founding plays a significant role.14 If
constitutional interpreters devote attention to the original public meaning of the text, the
background questions of what “executive power” or even “officer” would have meant to ratifiers
at the time of the Founding should shape understanding of the meaning of these clauses.15 There
are analogies within other areas of constitutional law. For example, originalist approaches that
advocate expanding states’ rights under the Tenth and Eleventh Amendments have relied on
assumptions about the meaning of state sovereignty at the time of the Founding instead of
constitutional text.16 The background principles on which originalists rely draw from both the
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legal and political history of particular clauses—attempting to flesh out the scope of the royal
pardon power, for example, in order to understand the constitutional scope of presidential
pardoning—and the more general political theories underlying the Constitution—such as the
vision of democracy or the understanding of sovereignty. In these constitutional contexts, the
relationship between the language of specific constitutional provisions and the background
principles invoked to support claims of original meaning could lead to a tension between
originalism and textualism.17 In addition, as scholars approaching executive power from a
historical vantage point have recently revealed, the background assumptions upon which unitary
executive and similar theories rely—whether explicitly or implicitly—are often incorrect.
Progressive historical interpretations of executive power seem to be thriving today.
Looking back at the volume The Constitution in 2020,18 published a little more than ten years
ago, I am struck, however, by the absence of any essays engaged in reconstructing a left or
liberal vision of executive power. The closest that any of the pieces comes to this account is a
few pages in Harold Koh’s piece, “America and the World, 2020,” treating the assertions of
executive power by the George W. Bush Administration in the early 2000s.19 What accounts for
this absence?
Explaining an absence is virtually impossible, and the gap may be entirely due to the
contingency of people and projects. But there are a few possible reasons why such an account
might have seemed unnecessary to the contributors to The Constitution in 2020. First, the volume
appeared in 2009, a year that marked the beginning of the Obama Administration. At a time
when there were high hopes for the progressive deployment of executive power, perhaps it
seemed as though constraints on executive authority would be inconsistent with the substantive
goals that members of the American Constitution Society aimed to achieve. Several of the
contributors to The Constitution in 2020 even went on to serve in the Obama Administration.20
This raises the broader question of whether progressives should be concerned about cabining
executive power generally or only when the President espouses unpalatable policy agendas.
Scholars have argued that presidents across the political spectrum have helped to consolidate
greater power within their office, and the steps that Abraham Lincoln and Franklin Delano
Roosevelt took as presidents surely expanded presidential power in ways that most liberals
would endorse today.21
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Under the Obama Administration itself, many lawyers and scholars supported broad
executive power with respect to counterterrorism. For example, Aziz Huq rejected the necessity
for structural constraints on the executive with regard to counterterrorism policy.22 Applying a
similar logic, President Obama’s Attorney General Eric Holder defended the targeted killing
program as furnishing sufficient due process, notwithstanding the fact that the process afforded
existed entirely within the executive branch. As Holder asserted in a 2012 speech, “‘[d]ue
process’ and ‘judicial process’ are not one and the same, particularly when it comes to national
security. The Constitution guarantees due process, not judicial process.”23 The process due, many
Administration officials seemed to believe, was furnished by meetings over the “nominations”
process, through which “more than 100 members of the government’s sprawling national
security apparatus gather[ed], by secure video teleconference, to pore over terrorist suspects’
biographies and recommend to the President who should be the next to die.”24
Second, progressives and conservatives may both support broad accounts of executive
power, but focus on disparate components of it. Whereas enthusiasm about a unitary executive is
generally characterized as a conservative position, progressives widely endorse administrative
expertise and the administrative state. Whereas the former emphasizes the singular capacities of
the President, the latter sometimes also eschews legislative or judicial limitations on the
executive branch in favor of its internal deliberative processes.25
Finally, from the vantage point of 2009, originalism may have largely seemed a passing
trend, a method more worth resisting wholesale by reinforcing other approaches to constitutional
interpretation—whether living constitutionalism or democratic constitutionalism—than
accommodating by addressing its historical arguments on their own terms.26 Since then, judicial
appointments have meant that at least a plurality of the Supreme Court and large swaths of the
federal judiciary are committed originalists. As Will Baude has asked rhetorically, “[i]s
originalism our law?”27 Given originalism’s entrenchment, changing the terms of the debate
seems less effective as a mechanism for revising constitutional interpretations and
understandings than it did in 2009. Nor, as scholars have been demonstrating, is it necessary.
Once one engages with the history of the Founding Era, it is possible to unseat many of
conservative originalists’ conclusions, particularly with regard to executive power.
In 2020, a progressive constitutional vision of executive power seems not only necessary
but overdue. It is not just that President Trump has vigorously asserted his ability to resist
congressional inquiries and his capacity to pardon everyone including himself. The rise of
populism around the world has also rendered an account of executive power within the United
22
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States that would resist such trends increasingly urgent.28 This progressive vision need not
necessarily depart from what the Founders contemplated—as the context of their break from the
British Empire makes evident, they too worried profoundly about aggrandizing an executive.
Such an account of executive power consistent with the original meaning of the Constitution
should articulate responses to the first-order questions of what particular constitutional
provisions mean, and should also, on a second order, furnish an account of democracy that
supports limitations on presidential power.
Recent scholarship has tackled the historical meanings of the Vesting and Take Care
Clauses and concluded that historical evidence does not support a broad grant of nearly royal
powers to the President. Julian Mortensen’s work has emphasized that, in his words, “‘The
Executive Power’ was not another word for royal prerogative.”29 Similarly, Jed Shugerman,
Ethan Leib, and Andrew Kent have emphasized the “faithful execution” component of the
Constitution’s injunction that the President “take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed”
rather than the “take care” portion, contending that the history of faithful execution clauses
suggests real constraints upon the President that render his role more that of a fiduciary than a
sovereign.30
With respect to the presuppositions about the President’s broad power to remove
executive-branch officers, Jane Manners and Lev Menand have illuminated the meaning of the
traditional phrases “inefficiency, neglect of duty, and malfeasance in office,” used in the context
of for-cause removal and generally viewed as limiting the President’s power to fire officeholders.
They demonstrated that, historically, the function of these phrases was almost the opposite of
what we currently imagine; rather than acting as a constraint on an otherwise broad presidential
power of removal, these phrases permitted the President to engage in removal when he would
otherwise have been prevented from doing so because an office was supposed to be held for a
specified term of years.31 The default against which these words operated hence was less rather
than more presidential authority to remove. Daniel Birk has further demonstrated that even the
British King lacked the scope of removal powers that proponents of the unitary executive
contend the President should possess.32
A number of scholars have also suggested historically based limits upon the President’s
power to pardon in light of Trump’s assertions of his constitutional capacity to pardon associates
and even himself.33 As I have argued elsewhere, the President’s power to pardon has also been
interpreted more broadly by the Supreme Court than the historical distribution of powers within
England—as well as in the American colonies and states—would suggest it should be. In
particular, nineteenth-century cases following the Civil War erased an earlier distinction between
amnesty and pardoning, through which granting amnesty was often considered a legislative, as
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opposed to an executive, function.34
Less attention has been devoted to the historical validity of the principal second-order
argument given in favor of the unitary executive—that enhancing presidential control over the
executive branch will ensure democratic accountability. This theme returns as a refrain
throughout judicial opinions and scholarly commentary. Hence Justice Scalia, dissenting in
Morrison v. Olson, the case upholding the constitutionality of the office and authority of the
independent counsel created by the Ethics in Government Act, insisted that, “when [the
Founders] established a single Chief Executive accountable to the people,” they envisioned
creating a system in which “the blame can be assigned to someone who can be punished.”35
Steven Calabresi similarly invoked Alexander Hamilton’s views on presidential accountability as
part of his normative justification for the unitary executive. As he contended, Hamilton believed
that “a unitary executive would . . . facilitate public accountability for and control over how [the
executive’s] power and energy was exercised.”36 Quite apart from the practical issues that might
arise today over actually holding the President accountable for one or more actions that the
public disapproves during his or her tenure in office, the reliance on a historically derived notion
of democratic accountability raises questions about what kinds of accountability and constraints
the Framers would have contemplated. How much would they have viewed the democratic
process itself as a constraint as opposed to requirements like “faithful execution” or the oath of
office? And how did their conceptions of republicanism and democracy shape their
understandings of the scope of presidential accountability and to whom and in what manner the
President should be accountable?
Progressives should applaud the wealth of historically oriented scholarship that has begun
to inform our understanding of the executive power generally as well as specific constitutional
grants of authority to the President and executive branch. At the same time, it is crucial that
progressives formulate a constitutional vision for the executive branch that will remain consistent
across administrations and that relies on a conception of democracy less susceptible to the
specter of populism than those currently undergirding the idea of the unitary executive. To
achieve that, we might first return to the insights of the Framers and take their thoughts about
resisting tyranny as a starting point.
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